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I represent a number of oil and gas exploration entitiesl active in the State of Utah that currently hold

over 500,000 net mineral acres under lease for oil and gas development, and operate over 60 wells in

the State. On behalf of these clients, I write to provide comment on the draft rules circulated in this
matter and to provide proposed revisions to those draft rules.

Concerns RE: Proposed Rule 649-2-13

ln proposed Rule 549-2-13 there is some ambiguity as to who "The Operator" referred to is. UAC 649-t-
1 defines an "Operatof as "the person who has been designated by the owners or the board to operate
a well or unit". So when the proposed rule speaks of the Operator, which Operator is it? ls this the
Operator of the initial well, which we presume to be (but may not always be) the Operator of the JOA

covering the drilling unit? Or is this the Operator of the proposed subsequent well proposed by different
interest owners? "The Operator'' could be any one of those three operators.

Adding to this ambiguity, HB 419 enacts Section 40-6-6.5(12) which provides that "an affected owner
(not iust Operatorl desiring a modification" (emphasis added) to a prior pooling order and/or a Board-

adopted JOA may file a petition with the board and receive a hearing. However, proposed Rule 649-2-13

Section 1(a) is narrower than that and only addresses when "The Operator has filed with the Board a

motion to modify the initial order to apply its terms to an additional well in the drilling unit", and only
contemplates "an Owner or other person with an interest affected by the motion" filing an objection to

l These entities include, among others: Wasatch Energy Management, LLC; WEM Uintah, LLC; WEM Dragon, LLC;

WEM Castlegate, LLC; Rockies Standard Oil Company, LLC; Liberty Pioneer Energy Source, lnc.; Par Five Exploration
LLC; Sanpete Energy, LLC; and other affiliated and unaffiliated companies.



the Operator's motion in Section 3 of that proposed rule. As "an affected owner" has a statutory right
independent of these rules to file a petition with the Board and receive a hearing, the proposed Rules

should lay out that process for non-Operator owners as well, not just for the Operator.

As JOAs often, if not always, designate the party who will operate a given well, adopting a prior board-

approved JOA will often have the effect of determining operatorship of the subsequently drilled wells. ln

a perfect world where all owners had the same motivations and priorities, this first-come, first-Operator
rubric may work, but in the real world where motivation and priority vary from company to company,

this does not work well. As just two examples:

A. A company other than the initial Operator may have leases subject to Pugh clauses or depth-
severances where an additional well inside the drilling unit could extend or preserve that lease,

An operator not subject to that same lease but with its own interests in the drilling unit would
not feel the same urgency to meet lease deadlines and/or benchmarks as the lease-holding

owner-in fact, as a competitor, the operator may be disincentivized to move with more than
usual dispatch.

B. The initial Operator may form the drilling unit with full and honest intention of fully developing

that unit to all depths. However, as industries change, capital flows or shuts down, new
discoveries are made elsewhere, corporate headquarters reallocating budgets, companies

merging, etc. etc., that Operator may de-prioritize subsequent development for reasons

completely unrelated to that drilling unit. Other owners in the drilling unit may still be

motivated to further develop the drilling unit for their own internal reasons.

As these examples illustrate, owners other than the initial Operator will have motivation and interest in

becoming Operator of their own subsequent wells in even the best-planned drilling units. Their
correlative rights should be protected by providing a clear path for them to seek modification to board-

approved JOAs to at the minimum allow them to be designated as Operator of wells they subsequently
propose in these drilling units.

To address the statutory right of all affected owners to receive a hearing from the board desiring
modifications of prior pooling orders and board-adopted JOAs, to protect correlative rights of other
owners, and to clarify who "The Operator" referred to is, I respectfully propose the following revisions

to proposed Rule 649-2-13, Section 1:

L. An initial Board order compulsory pooling all interests in a drilling unit, including the terms
and conditions of a joint operating agreement as adopted by the Board, may apply to any

subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit as authorized under Utah Code S 40-6-6.5(12),

subject to compliance with the following: (a) The Operator of the subsequently drill well in

the drilling unit or any other affected Owner in the drilling unit has filed with the Board a

motion to modify the initial order to apply its terms to an additional well in the drilling unit
which sets forth by affidavit: (i) the docket and cause numbers of said initial Board order; 5
(ii) the location, identification, and description of the well to be drilled to which the order is

to apply; (iii) an identification of those Owners who the petitioning Operator or Owner
asserts have not consented to participate in the subsequent well after having been provided

a Notice of an Opportunity to Participate and failing to consent or make objections as

allowed by R549-2-8.5, and those who are either locatable, unlocatable, or cannot be

identified; (iv) certification that the petitioning Operator or Owner has made reasonable



efforts to locate and provide notice to the alleged non-consenting Owners which shall

include: (A) copies of the written Notice of Opportunity to Participate sent to them together
with a proof of service; or (B) proof of notice by publication as required by R6 9-2-9.5(1Xb)
if any such alleged non-consenting Owner is unlocatable or not identified; (vi) a statement
that the average weighted landowner's royalty for the drilling unit remains the same as that
provided for in the initial Board order or a calculation of the average weighted landowner's
royalty for the drilling unit at the time of commencement of the drilling of the subsequent

well as provided in Utah Code 540-6-6.5(6); (vii) the anticipated costs of plugging the well;
and (viii) the risk compensation award as determined by the Board in the original order. (b)

The motion to modify the initial Board order has been mailed by the Operator, together
with copies of the initial Board order and a recitation of the provisions of Utah Code 5 40-6-
6.5(12) and R649-2-8.5 to all such alleged non-consenting owners, with a certification of
service evidencing the same executed and filed with the Board; and (c) Within 30 days of the
mailing of the motion, no party has filed any objection to the motion to modify the initial
Board order to apply to the subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit, including without
limitation objection to said party's alleged non-consent status, the applicable risk

compensation percentage or the reasonableness of the actual costs incurred for the
subsequently drilled well.

Concerns RE: Proposed Rule 549-2-8.5

Proposed Rule 649-2-8.5 provides two alternate paths for an owner to consent in a well. Section L sets

out the standard path where the owner signs and returns an AFE and JOA to the Operator. Section 2.1

sets out an alternative path allowing the Owner consent subject to negotiation of the JOA terms with
the Operator. That Owner must sign and return the AFE within 30 days with written objections to the
JOA terms and payment of that Owner's proportionate share of the AFE costs. I presume the
requirement that the Owner tender payment of its proportionate share of an AFE is to financially
incentivize that Owner to limit their objections to a proposed AFE.

However, this is a poor tool to use, for a number of reasons:

L. An AFE is not an invoice for payment - it is a commitment by the consenting owner to bear its
proportionate share of estimated costs in the future. Some operators do not even invoice their
non-operators until after the well is drilled. This proposed rule drastically accelerates that
process-the owner objecting to the JOA must lay out its capital up front in all events.

2. Especially in the Uintah Basin, Operators don't always send other owners one AFE on one well.
Often then send AFEs for multiples wells in various locations across the basin at the same time,
but not all wells are drilled. lf an Owner has a bona fide objection to a form of JOA that is used

on multiple wells, some of which will never be drilled, the cost of objecting becomes

astronomical, tying up capital that may never be called upon in drilling.
3. Proposed Section 2.2 is harsh and draconian - an owner who objects to JOA but somehow fails

to comply with the technical requirements of proposed Section 2.1 is not only deemed a

"Nonconsenting Owner", but "any AFE'd amount paid by the Owner" is not refunded, but
instead is "applied by the Operator as a credit against the recoupment of the risk compensation
award and other amounts as may be determined by the Board." Given the prior two numbered



concerns above, this provision drastically compounds those concerns. Not only does this owner
have to put up capital before even the Operator does for wells that may not be drilled, but he

runs the risk of losing that capital and also being subjected to Nonconsent penalties. Fairness

concerns aside, in a State where wells rarely, if ever, payout beyond their risk compensation

amount, this Section 2.2 may additionally be unconstitutional under the Fifth Amendment of the
Constitution as a regulatory taking without just compensation, and as an excessive civil
forfeiture under the Excessive Fines Clause of the Eighth Amendment and the recently decided
Timbs v. lndiano,586 U.S. _ (2019).

The underlying statute makes no requirement that affected owners be put at a financial disadvantage in

negotiating JOA terms, and the Board should not do so. lf the Board does see fit to ask an owner to put
up capital to demonstrate its bona fides, it should require the same of the Operator resisting those
objections, and in either instance that capital should be refunded instead of transferred by the Board to
the Operator if an owner is deemed to be a Nonconsenting Owner. The Board should not give
preference to an Operator's proposed JOA simply because they are the first to propose a well, especially
if these JOAs may apply to all future wells in the subject drilling units. Any concerns that owners will
make frivolous objections to JOAs or otherwise slow down Operator should be weighed against

concerns that Operators may use these financial disincentives to steamroll minority owners by

submitting AFEs en masse with an objectionable JOA where the Operator may not intend to drill all the
AFE'd wells, but an owner must pay its share of all the wells to object to the JOA.

Additionally, this proposed Rule is internally inconsistent as Section 3(a) states that "both" the Owner
and the Operator may move the Board to determine costs/OA terms, but Section 3(b) provides that
"either" the Owner or the Operator may act there. Where different words are used, courts tend to
presume they were intended to have different meanings. ln this case, ascribing different meanings to
"both" and "either" could in this instance lead to an unintended interpretation that if both Owner and

Operator doe not join in motion in Section 3(a), the Board could not intervene in that instance. Since

Section 3(c) provides a backstop that Operator's proposed terms are the default without Board

involvement in 3(a) or 3(b), Operator would have no incentive to join Owner in "both" moving for the
board to arbitrate terms. To avoid that possible interpretation, both 3(a) and 3(b) should refer to
"either" Owner or Operator.

To address the inequity of the process of objecting to Operator-proposed JOAs, I would propose the
following revisions to proposed Rule 649-2-8.5:

L. Except as provided in Subsection (2.1) below, an Owner shall be determined by the
Board to be a "Nonconsenting Ownef as defined in Utah Code S40-6-2(LI) tf , within 30
days from the date the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is received, the Owner has

failed to: (a) Execute and deliver to the Operator an executed AFE for the well; and (b)

Execute and deliver to the Operator a joint operating agreement to govern the drilling
and operation of the well and applicable drilling unit with the Operator, and subject the
Owner to the risk compensation award under, and other provisions ol Utah Code 940-
6- 6.5 as may be determined by the Board.

2. 2.1 lf, within 30 days from the date the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is received,

an Owner has delivered to the Operator: (a) an executed AFE, {U}+aVmen+e++*



and (b) written objections, addressing the
specific provisions of the Operator's proposed joint operating agreement to which the

Owner in good faith objects, the reasoning for each objection, and

modifications/alternate provisions the Owner proposes in lieu thereof, the Owner shall

be deemed a "Consenting Ownef as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2(4).

2.2 Failure of an Owner to comply with the requirements of Subsection (2.L) shall result
in the determination by the Board that the Owner is a "Nonconsenting Owner" as

defined in Utah Code 540-6- 2(11) and subject the Owner to the risk compensation
award under, and other provisions ol Utah Code 540-6-6.5 as may be determined by

the Board and, in such an event, any AFE'd amount paid by the Owner shall be refunded

by Operator to the Owner

the risl< eempensatien award and ether ameunts a5 may be determi'red by the Beard.

3. An Owner which complies with the requirements of Subsection (2.1) or an Operator
which in good faith rejects said Owner's proposed modifications/alternate provisions to
the joint operating agreement may request that the Board determine the terms of the
joint operating agreement in accordance with the provisions of Utah Code 5 40-6-6.5(2)

as follows:

(a) lf the Operator has filed a Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling of
Owners in the well and associated drilling unit, eitherbeth the Owner and the Operator
may move the Board to determine the reasonableness of the costs charged and/or the
terms of the joint operating agreement between the Owner and Operator as part of that
proceeding; and

(b) lf no Request for Agency Action has been filed for compulsory pooling of Owners in

the well and associated drilling unit, then either the Owner or the Operator may file a

Request for Agency Action within 60 days of the receipt by the Operator of the Owner's
written objections, the hearing upon which shall be limited to addressing the terms of
the joint operating agreement in dispute pursuant to the Owner's written objections
and/or the reasonableness ofthe costs charged.

(c) lf neither (a) or (b) timely occurs, then the actual costs incurred will be deemed by

the Board as just and reasonable, and the terms of the joint operating agreement as

proposed by the Operator in the Notice of Opportunity to Participate will be deemed by

the Board to govern as between the Operator and the Owner in any subsequent hearing

before the Board.

(d) lf a hearing is held before the Board, the Owner and Operator must execute the joint
operating agreement as approved by the Board and/or, if the Board determines the
Owner's objections to the costs charged are justified, the Operator shall apply the
amounts over and above those found to be reasonable charges as a credit against the
Owner's proportionate share of future operational expenses.



ln the alternative, the following revisions could be made to level the playing

1. Except as provided in Subsection (2.1) below, an Owner shall be determined by the
Board to be a "Nonconsenting Owner" as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2(IL) if , within 30

days from the date the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is received, the Owner has

failed to: (a) Execute and deliver to the Operator an executed AFE for the well; and (b)

Execute and deliver to the Operator a joint operating agreement to govern the drilling
and operation of the well and applicable drilling unit with the Operator, and subject the
Owner to the risk compensation award under, and other provisions of, Utah Code S40-

6- 6.5 as may be determined by the Board.

2. 2.1 lf, within 30 days from the date the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is received,

an Owner has delivered to the Operatorr (a) an executed AFE, (b) payment of its
proportionate share of the AFE'd costs; and (b) written objections, addressing the
specific provisions of the Operator's proposed joint operating agreement to which the
Owner in good faith objects, the reasoning for each objection, and

modifications/alternate provisions the Owner proposes in lieu thereof, the Owner shall

be deemed a "Consenting Owner" as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2(4).

2.2 lf, within 30 days from the date Operator receives Owner's deliverables under
Section 2.L above, the Operator has (a) delivered to Owner written responses to the
Owner's objections, addressing the specific provisions of the Owner's proposed

revisions to which the Operator in good faith objects, the reasoning for each objection,
and modifications/alternate provisions the Operator proposes in lieu thereof, and (b)

deposited its proportionate share of the AFE'd costs into the same separate trust
account into which Owner's payment under Section 2.1- was deposited pursuant to the
requirements of Section 4 below, then the Board may thereafter hear the dispute as to
Operator's objections to the Owner's objections.

2.3 Failure of an Owner to comply with the requirements of Subsection (2.1) shall result
in the determination by the Board that the Owner is a "Nonconsenting Owner" as

defined in Utah Code 540-6- 2(11) and subject the Owner to the risk compensation
award under, and other provisions of, Utah Code 540-6-6.5 as may be determined by

the Board and, in such an event, any AFE'd amount paid by the Owner shall be refunded
by the Operator to the Owner
reeeupment ef th+riskeemBensatien award a+rd ether ameunt+as may be determined
by+h€€oa{-d. Failure of Operator to comply with the requirements of Subsection (2.2)

shall result in the determination that by the Board that the Owner's proposed revisions

to the joint operating agreement will be deemed by the Board to govern as between the
Operator and the Owner in any subsequent hearing before the Board.

3. An Owner which in good faith complies with the requirements of Subsection (2.1) or an

Operator which in good faith complies with the Requirements of Subsection (2.2) and

rejects said Owner's proposed modifications/alternate provisions to the joint operating



agreement may request that the Board determine the terms of the joint operating
agreement in accordance with the provisions of Utah Code 5 40-6-6.5(2) as follows:

(a) lf the Operator has filed a Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling of
Owners in the well and associated drilling unit, eitherbeth the Owner and the Operator
may move the Board to determine the reasonableness of the costs charged and/or the
terms of the joint operating agreement between the Owner and Operator as part of that
proceeding; and

(b) lf no Request for Agency Action has been filed for compulsory pooling of Owners in

the well and associated drilling unit, then either the Owner or the Operator may file a

Request for Agency Action within 50 days of the receipt by the Operator of the Owner's

written objections, the hearing upon which shall be limited to addressing the terms of
the joint operating agreement in dispute pursuant to the Owner's written objections
and/or the reasonableness of the costs charged.

(c) lf neither (a) or (b) timely occurs, then the actual costs incurred will be deemed by

the Board as just and reasonable, and the terms of the joint operating agreement as

proposed by the Operator in the Notice of Opportunity to Participate will be deemed by

the Board to govern as between the Operator and the Owner in any subsequent hearing

before the Board.

(d) lf a hearing is held before the Board, the Owner and Operator must execute the joint
operating agreement as approved by the Board and/or, if the Board determines the
Owner's objections to the costs charged are justified, the Operator shall apply the
amounts over and above those found to be reasonable charges as a credit against the
Owner's proportionate share of future operational expenses.

I believe these proposed changes balance the interests of both operating and non-operating owners in
wells and drilling units and are in the spirit of the underlying statutes.

I am available at your convenience for any questions, concerns, or requests for clarification you may

have.

Respectfully,

Bradley D. Gunnell


